
Revising from now to the end of the real exams is the key to how successful your child will be this summer 
so any encouragement you can give them to get into regular study habits will be really beneficial to them.

Your child has now been given their timetable for the mock exams in February. In 
both assemblies and lessons, they are being given advice and strategies on how best 
to revise and prepare for these exams. We have been really clear with them that 
these mock exams are a ‘diagnosis’, so that both the students and their teachers are 
acutely aware of which areas they are good at and which areas need more work 
before the real exams.

There are a number of ways that students can revise based upon which ones work 
best for them. The most important thing is that the revision is active so that it is 
memorable. Reading alone is very little use as generally people only remember 10% 
of what they read.

People remember: People are able to:

10% of what they read

20% of what they hear

30% of what they see

50% of what they see and 
hear

70% of what they say and 
write

90% of what they do

Define, List, Describe, Explain

Demonstrate, Apply, 
Practice

Analyse, Define, 
Create, Evaluate

Passive
Learning

Active
Learning

What should students be doing to revise?

Students need a quiet 
place to work away from 
distractions like phones.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit 
amet, consectetur 
adipiscing elit. 
Highlighting texts can 
help make key points 
or quotes stand out.
Fusce ac neque 
sollicitudin, molestie 
orci ut, condimentum 
sem. Cum sociis 
natoque penatibus et 
magnis dis parturient 
montes, nascetur 
ridiculus mus. 

Mind maps: Students can create mind maps of the key points and terms using short

phrases and pictures to help them memorise.

Past exam papers are really useful for 
students to practise with at home. They will 
be given some papers at school and many 
are readily available online.
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Lots of resources are 
available online on sites such 
as GCSE Bitesize. Students 
can use these to add to the 
notes in their books or to 
produce posters or mind 
maps.

Many students find 
Index cards useful so 
they can pick out the 
key points and then 
flip through these.


